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OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION Professional Certification Old Capitol Building PO BOX 47200 Olympia WA 98504-7200 (360) 725-6400 TTY (360) 664-3631



PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN (PGP) TEMPLATE FOR CERTIFICATE RENEWAL First Name: Principal



Last Name: Acceptable Example



Certificate Number or Birthdate: Certificates Held: (residency certificates do not need to be listed)



Professional Teacher Professional Principal Professional Program Administrator Professional School Counselor Professional School Psychologist



District/Agency:



Continuing Teacher Continuing Principal Continuing Program Administrator Continuing School Counselor Continuing School Psychologist Continuing Superintendent



Initial Program Administrator Initial School Counselor Initial School Psychologist Initial Superintendent School Occupational Therapist School Physical Therapist School Nurse School Speech-Language Pathologist School Social Worker



Academic Year (use 1 form each year):2013-2014



Step 1 - Needs Assessment and Goal Selection Describe your selected professional growth areas of focus, as well as information from your selfassessments that supports your selections. If holding multiple certificates, please indicate the Role for the Goal aligned with the Standard and Criteria/Strand. Note that all elementary education, middle level math / science, and secondary sciences / technology teachers are required to include a specific focus on the integration of STEM instruction as part of their PGPs. (RCW 28A.410.2212) Professional Growth Goals Rationale Standards-based Benchmarks Based on your self-assessment, identify areas of focus that will lead to your professional growth



What will you and/or your students be able to do as a result of your professional growth that you and/or they are not able to do now?



For initial, continuing, and professional level certificates, focus on the “career” level benchmarks listed at http://program.pesb.wa.gov/professionalgrowth-plan-pgp-t/career-level-standards-forpgps



This year I have worked to begin a building-wide K-5 intervention system to target mathematics. This new system will require focused professional development, collaboration time, and resulting leadership. I will work with teams to better develop the concept of true PLC's in their work. This will imply identifying key concepts of math, methods of assessment and instruction, and working collaboratively. My involvement with this process will provide for my own growth, with support from the



As part of this vision to have teachers work more focused as teams our students will be working more deliberately on CCSS areas. Our grade-level courses will begin to be better aligned across classrooms in terms of both instruction and assessment practices.



1. P 2. 1. Advocating, nurturing, and
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Our students will be more focused on their growth in mathematics. With increased attention to this area in our PD and collaboration time the capacity and awareness of our teachers should increase, as



sustaining an effective school/program culture. Empower the stakeholders to define, maintain, and monitor the ways in which the school/program specific culture is affecting student learning. Collaborate with other administrators to give and receive feedback on effectiveness of expectations, implementation, respect, and fairness in improving the overall systems and programs reflective of the school or program learning culture., 2. P.2.3. Advocating, nurturing, and



Comment [BO1]: Goals and rationale are aligned to appropriate career-level benchmarks. Goals and rationale describe new learning / practices. Goals and rationale are relevant to professional development or student growth.



district in areas of PD for teaming strategies as well as best-practices in primary grade CCSS math instruction.



well as the increased contact time our students will have with required increases in time with mathematics in their day.



In our work towards better intervention systems I will work with our Supt, local PD resources for CCSS and TPEP, and other building instructional leaders to create opportunities for staff to work towards increased learning of both CCSS and TPEP initiatives. This work will naturally address focused and needed student growth areas.



sustaining coherent, intentional professional development. Facilitate systems that focus staff on reflection, collaboration, and peer mentorship to support successful professional development. Build staff leadership in creating and maintaining student-centered achievement goals. Learn from and with peers to gather and interpret data to build greater capacity for professional development support using resources from community stakeholders as well as state-funded initiatives.



Step 2 - Professional Growth Action Plan Activities What specific growth activities will you engage in to obtain the identified new learning? The activities should focus on both the content knowledge you acquire as well as the skills you develop.



Proposed Evidence Briefly describe the evidence that you will collect. Evidence may include areas beyond test scores such as attendance rates, discipline referrals, programs implemented, and other student or adult data.



1. Team meetings with my Supt. who has significant background in curriculum and work with teachers in such areas.



1. Goal-setting work and data from work with my Supt. This will come from principal eval work, and also work with my teachers in their student-growth work over the course of their year.



2. Regular early release collaboration time with teachers and EA support staff. This is our main focus area for the year.



4. Increased 1:1 with my own primary teachers. With my background in secondary this work will continue to be highly beneficial.



2. Outcomes from collaboration time during early release and teacher meetings. This will include notes and data from grade-level teams during intervention period work. Also, as stated above my work with my primary teachers will be significant in my growth.



5. More faculty meetings focused on instruction and professional learning for all teachers.



3. Reflections from any new learning from CCSS trainings and/or related PD this year.



6. School visitation time outside of district to increase my awareness of best-practices. This will include time with other district principals.



4. Faculty meeting minutes--specifically related to instruction on CCSS and TPEP.



3. More CCSS training through webinars and ESD PD this year.



5. Any district-initiated concepts from school visitations related to school improvement.



Comment [BO2]: Activities are aligned to goals. Activities are varied. Activities lead to new learning / practices.



Step 3 - Evidence of Professional Growth Final Review Describe the evidence that you have collected. Provide evidence and documentation for the supervisor or certificated colleague to review. 1. Goal-setting work and data from work with my Supt. Related evidence embedded within principal eval criteria 5.5, which is focused around student growth within three teacher classrooms. Student growth data from teachers discussed during final eval conference. Post-conferences, discussing data with these focused teachers. 2. Outcomes from collaboration time during early release and teacher meetings. Evidence discussed was PLC tool, created by staff and leadership and used to record and monitor grade-level team progress; “Intervention Leadership team” agenda and notes from fall and winter; Evidence from team time w/ math teacher aligning CMP curriculum w/CCSS and other support materials; This will include notes and data from grade-level teams during intervention period work. Also, as stated above my work with my primary teachers will be significant in my growth.
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Comment [BO3]: Evidence is aligned to Goals and Activities. Some but not all evidence demonstrates outcome of growth activities.



3. Reflections from any new learning from CCSS trainings and/or related PD this year. Smarter-Balanced testing trainings and webinars; winter CCSS workshop agenda and planning for K-5 intervention groups; 4. Faculty meeting minutes--specifically related to instruction on CCSS and TPEP. Aug TPEP team meeting to create notebook for first year implement; led full staff collab. on CCSS Math Practices (ppoint); mid-year TPEP evidence doc, used at teacher mtg; PLC meeting notes with 4/5 on intervention group planning, used CCSS w/teachers to choose next focus concept 5. Any district-initiated concepts from school visitations related to school improvement. School visitation to Mint Valley to explore Sp Ed behavior program



Step 4 - Reflection/Implications Describe your learning and outcomes from the PGP activities. Based on this learning, what are some next steps that might guide future professional growth? The 2013-14 year has continued a major transition for our district towards new CCSS standards, the new eval systems for teacher and principal, and some new approaches for us towards improving student learning. My goal areas—towards improving student and teacher learning of the new CCSS, especially in K-5 through a new instructional model, have had both highs and lows. Our new teacher eval system is progressing slowly but surely. We have much work to do to make this more useful in terms of teacher growth. Having extremely limited time as a busy principal has made this experience challenging, as teacher growth demands much time. Our work towards better understanding the CCSS has been spotty, but positive in pockets of our staff. A math focus on problemsolving has helped in this work some and will continue into next year as the practices continue to be spotlighted Having deeply involved myself within our 4/5 team teaching small math groups during intervention, I have learned more about the strengths and weaknesses of this team for which I knew needed assistance. I have also been able to create a better sense of teamwork and belief that “my kids are our kids”, a belief that has not always been present. Our team has begun focusing more on specific standards, have learned how to better record data (still a long ways to go), and I believe will be able to use PLC time more efficiently next year with staff knowing the expectations of group members. This more deeply rooted work I have done within a small group of teachers has allowed me to keep my pulse on the progress, needs, and improvements we can continue to work on during the 2014-15 year.



Step 5 - Review of PGP Completion (to be completed no later than June 30) I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that I have completed the professional growth plan and submitted evidence to that effect. The intentional misrepresentation of a material fact in this form subjects the certificate holder to revocation of his/her certificate pursuant to chapter 181-86 WAC. ______________________________ _________________________________ Date: ____________________ Educator Signature (required) Print Name I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that I have reviewed the professional growth plan and evidence to that effect. The intentional misrepresentation of a material fact in this form subjects the certificate holder to revocation of his/her certificate pursuant to chapter 181-86 WAC. ______________________________ _________________________________ Date: ____________________ Supervisor/Colleague Signature Print Name
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Comment [BO4]: Reflection demonstrates growth and activities of learning through the PGP. Considers future learning possibilities.
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